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Abstrcu:t 
In this paper an experimental procedure to determine the thermal conductivities of CFRP 

thermoplastics laminates sheets is presented. The method is based on Laser heating and. Infrared 
Scanning Radiometer System. The thermal conductivities are estimated by matching the experimental 
data with the analytical solution, previously derived for the temperature field of heated specimens 

'I. Intrclduction 

Thermal measuring methods are often used as a suitable technique to evaluate a wide 
range of overall composites characteristics as: thermal properties, porosity, delamination, 
adhesi0n quality, density, reinforcement coefficient [1-4]. These last influence mainly the 
mechanical properties of composites, but also some aspects as the thermal stress evaluation 
in the laminates [5], which affect the machining accuracy of the workpiece [6]; therefore 
thermal analysis and evaluation of the thermal characteristics of structural composites [7-11] 
are needed. 

In this work thermal conductivities of unidirectional Carbon Fibre Reinforced Plastic slabs 
tJre evaluated by means of an automatic procedure employing integrated Laser heating and 
Infrared Scanning Radiometer system. 

The analytical solution obtained for the temperature field in an anisotropic slab subjected to 
a confined heating and cooled by forced convection is used to accomplish the data reduction 
of experimental tests in order to obtain the unknown conductivities. 

First experimental results confirm the feasibility of the proposed method as a fast and 
�conomical non-destructive testing. 

2, Basic equations and analytical solution. 
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The slab subjected to a strip heating and cooled by radiative-convective heat transfer to an 
�!fnbient at uniform temperature is considered, figure 1; in particular the strip heating presents 
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a gaussian spatial distribution, O=Ow max·exp(_y2/L2), characterized by two parameters: 
Ow max, the maximum heat flux incident'on the wall and.E, the strip heating width. The slab is 
thermally anisotropic and is modeled as an orthotropic homogeneous solid, characterized by 
the three principal thermal conductivities which, for the present heating configurations, tum out 
to be only two, Le. kx and kyo 

The energy balance and the boundary conditior:'ls for gaussian strip heating can be written 
in dimensionless form as: -

txx+tyy=O 

lx(O,y)/Bi =-t(O,y)+ exp(-y2/a2) 

tx(1,Y)=O 

ty(x,O)=O 

t(x,oo)=O 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 
where: x=Xls; y=Y/(s (kylkx)I12); t=(T-Ta)·/(a.Ow,maxlh); a. is the slab absorbitivity; h is the heat 
transfer coeffiCient; Bi=h·s!kx is the Biot number; a= .E/(s (kylkx)1I2) is the dimensionless strip 
heating width. It has to be noted that the thermal anisotropy of the slab appears as a stretching 
effect on the reference length normal to the heat flux. 

3. Temperature field 
The problem being linear, the solution for gaussian strip heating can be sought by summing up 
the system response to a single unit step input: 

00 

t(x,Y)= L<Pn CO{An (1- x)] <I>n(y, a) (6) 
n=l 

<I>n(y, a)1 [ a.[; 14 exp(An2 a 2/4)] = 2AncoshO"ny)erfc(yla +AnaI2) + 

+ Anexp(-Any)[erfc(AnaI2+ yla)-erfc(AnaI2- yla)] (7) 
where An' the eigenvalues related to the Biot number, and the constants <Pn are given by [7]: 

(8) 

In order to reduce the number of parameters to be measured and recalling that infrared 
detection allows to measure surface temperatures, it is convenient to redefine a normalized 
temperature with respect to the maximum one (Le. the maximum temperature attained on the 
exposed surface): 

t+=t(x,y)/t(O,y)= t(x,y)/tw(y)=(T(X,Y)-Ta)/(Tw(O)-Ta)= (x, y, Bi, a) (9) 

The above dimensionless temperature distribution results to be independent of the heat flux 
absorbed at wall, Le. of the slab absorbitivity and the maximum heat flux incident on the wall. 

4. Experimental apparatus. 

The experimental apparatus consists essentially of CFRP/APC2 sheets (400mm x 400mm 
exposed surface and 1-2-3mm thickness) made up of epoxy resin matrix in which 
unidirectional carbon_ fibres HTS (graphitization temperature 1500·C) are embedded; the fibre 
volume fraction is about 45%. The test sheets, adiabatic on the bottom, are heated with a CO2 
laser source and cooled by a forced air flow at ambient temperature. the-related heat transfer 
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coefficient is measured by preliminary tests with strip heating on isotropic slabs whose 
conductivity is known [8]. 

A computer assisted optical system can realize strip heating by driving the laser spot along 
a line at 10Hz. The source presents a gaussian spatial distribution, Q=Qwmax·exp(-'f2/E2); the 
maximum heat flux and the strip heating width are controlled via software: The maximum heat 
flux and the related slab absorbitivity are not measured because the experimental surface 
temperatures are normalized with respect to their maximum value; while the characteristic 
length, E, is measured by strip heating too, recalling that for Bi� the normalized temperature 
profile recovers the normalized heat flux distribution, [9]. 

r--·--·-_··--·········································._._-----_.-
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Fig. 2 

Surface temperatures are detected by using an Infrared Thermography System (Agema 
Thermovision 870mC 8000), with thermal sensitivity of about 0.1·C and spatial resolution of 
about 1 mm2 per pixel. 

5. Experimental procedure 
The CFRP/APC2 are modeled as orthotropic homogeneous solids, characterized by the 

three principal conductivities, �, kl1 and ks. In particular kl1 is the slab conductivity along the 

fibres (longitudinal conductivity); � and ks are the conductivities normal to the fibres which, 

due to the expected uniform fibre distribution, can be assumed to be the same, �=ks 
(transverse conductivity). 

To measure the two unknown thermal conductivities two different heating configurations are 
used: the first strip heating is parallel to the fibres direction, figure 3a, while the second is 
normal to the fibres, figure 3b. This choice allows to decouple the longitudinal and transverse 
conductivity effects: in fact the parallel strip heating gives directly the transverse slab 
conductivity (the slab response is isotropic), while the thermal response to the normal strip 
heating is related to longitudinal and transverse conductivities. 

Therefore the experimental procedure provides the following steps: 

• for each experiment, two different strip heating are performed: the first one is normal to the 
fibres direction, the second one is parallel to the fibres 

• the surface-ambient temperature difference, detected by means of Infrared Thermography, 
is normalized with respect to its maximum value 
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" 

• the surface temperature integral, 1= J (T w(Y)�Ta)/(T w(O)-T a)·d(Y/s)=f [ Bi, 01 is calculated; 
o 

once h and � are known, the surface integral results to depend only on the two unknown 
thermal conductivities of CFRP slab: I=f[kx' ky/kXl 
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Figs. 3a and 3b 

• the integral values related to the two strip heating are used to determine the two slab 
conductivities by comparing them with the analytical solution; in particular, being 1(11 
heating)=f[kI;" 1], the transverse conductivity, kll' is directly obtained; from 1(.1 heating)=f[kI;" 
kr/kI;,l one has the conductivity ratio, kll/kl;,. 
Tests are performed on CFRP/APC2 laminae with different thickness, namely s=1-2-3mm, 

different maximum heat flux incident on the wall and different ambient temperatures. In figure 
4a, b the surface temperature plots for normal and parallel strip heating are reported and 
compared with the analytical solutions. 

o Y/s 

Fig. 4a: normal strip heating 
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Fig. 4b: parallel strip heating 

In the previous fig. the infrared plots related to the same slab thickness result to be quite 
coincident thus showing that the normalized surface temperature is independent of the 
maximum heat flux absorbed at wall and the ambient temperature, as expected. 
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The measured surface temperature integrals, 1(11 heating)=14.2 and 1(.1.. heating)=25, lead to 

�=0.6±6% W/mK and kr/�=7.5±4%; these values, related to a CFRP with a fibre volume 
ratio of 45%, are quite similar to those found in literature [10]. 

6. Some remarks and conclusions. 

The above measured values of thermal conductivitie� for CFRP/APC2 sheets seem to be 

realistic when compared with values found by [11]: �=O.72W/mK and kl]/� =10. It hRs to be 
noted that in literature different values of thermal conductivities are found: this can be 
explained by considering that even if the isotropic conductivities of the materials which are 
composing the CFRP slabs were known, the principal conductivities cannot be directly related 
to them because they depend on the geometrical disposition of the fibres and on coupling 
effects at the fibre-matrix interface; furthermore structural imperfection and fibre-packing 
uncertainties limit the applicability of theoretical models. 

Experimental tests carried out using the above procedure enabled the authors to evidence 
its feasibility; in particular: 

• the analytical model seems quite satisfactory to describe the experimental results; 

• the experimental protocol together with the analytical model allows a fast-non destructive 
measurement, an automatic control and low cost set up; 

Next developments we are working at are intended toward: 

• improvement of present procedure, by considering the time history of surface temperature 

• different heating methods, such as moving sources with respect to the slab 
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